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scarlette christie
Scarlette is a creative, hard-working business owner. As one of the highest-rated
interior designers in the city where she lives, her reputation means everything to
her. She started her business with just one employee – her – and now, she has a
team of over fifty people working for her. While she has come to the island after
receiving the strange invitation, she would clearly rather be back in the city
designing magazine-worthy living rooms than spending the weekend in the place
she has worked all these years to forget.

vicki broadwater
There aren't many people who a don't know Vicki Broadwater. This Hollywood
star has been at the top of all casting directors' Most Wanted lists since her
breakout roll five years ago in a screen adaptation of a best-selling teen book
series. Since, Vicki has been in the spotlight. She recently divorced her high
school boyfriend, Caleb, quite suddenly and without explanation – something with
which the tabloids had a field day! Vicki is a true actress, and loves to put on a
show for the cameras and social media.

dana knox
Dana moved across the country shortly after graduation and has never looked
back. While technically she owns Enmity Island and the Knox House, she claims
she never returned, and had planned to never step foot on this 'wretched rock'
ever again. Her late parents left Enmity Island and the house on it to her though,
and she has had it on the market since. Without any interest at all, even this nononsense woman insists the house, perhaps the land, is cursed. Dana was
reluctant to return – so why did she?
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faith price
A mortgage broker in Marc Iles' office, Faith is young – in her mid-twenties – and
eager to learn about the industry and get her career going. It's hard not to like
Faith Price, because her enthusiasm for meeting everyone, being on the island for
the weekend and seeing the house is infectious, and before people started dying,
those who met Faith were actually having a good time getting to know her.

janelle jaymes
New girlfriend of Caleb Doyle, Janelle is an up-and-coming actress. The two have
been dating for a few months, and while most people find Janelle a bit vapid and
desperate for attention, she and Caleb seem happy together. As she is still in the
early days of her rising celebrity, her high-profile agent, Tristan Hawk, has also
come to Enmity Island for the weekend. Janelle is rarely out of her agent's sight,
and her ability to take a fantastic selfie, even in this dim mansion, is unrivaled.

alisa knox
Cousin of Dana and Jake Knox, Alisa Knox grew up with Dana and Jake, and the
two were always close. Being the same age, they hung out in high school, even
though Alisa didn't go to school with her cousins. Alisa is fun-loving and always
up for a party; even after all these years and what happened on Enmity Island
ten years ago, she didn't bat an eye when she received her mysterious invitation.
Alisa thought the return to Enmity Island sounded like a fun adventure, and has a
very laid-back reaction to everything that has happened on the island already.
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pauline reach
A bit of a mystery on Enmity Island, Pauline isn't known to the group, but has
arrived on the boat packing a number of bags. While most here keep to
themselves, she is even more guarded than the others, and is not quick to give
up any information about herself. Pauline is very serious and focused and was
very quick to claim her room on the second floor of the mansion.

kira klaxon
Kira Klaxon is half of a set of twins. Her brother, Cody, is exactly 4 minutes
younger than she is, and since before they were born, the two were inseparable.
Unlike most brother and sister duos, Kira enjoys spending time with her brother,
and in high school, all their friends knew that the two of them came as a package
deal. Where Cody is a bit dim, Kira is as sharp as a tack, although a bit too funloving at times, and she prioritizes having a good time over... well, pretty much
everything else in her life, even as an adult.

miranda sanders
Unknown to any of the rest of the group, Miranda Sanders is yet another mystery
here on Enmity Island. As she didn't come over with the rest of the group on the
boats, her presence here on Enmity Island is a true mystery. Confident and
forward, Miranda has a air about her that exudes success - and wealth. She does
not seem phased by the murders, or the possible ghosts, on Enmity Island.
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caleb doyle
Pseudo-celebrity Caleb Doyle earned his celebrity status because of his marriage
to Vicki Broadwater - a marriage that has now come to an end. As half of one of
Hollywood's “it” couples, Caleb watched his reputation be smeared as the media
speculated as to the reasons for their divorce. A year has passed since, this
egomaniacal man has made a career for himself out of thin air, being paid to
show up at parties and for media appearances, all on the coat tails of his failed
marriage to his high school sweetheart-turned famed actress, Vicki Broadwater.
Caleb is sharp-tongued and convinced of his own entitlement, and always seems
to have a dark plot brewing behind his shifty eyes.

marc iles
Husband of Dana Knox, Marc is a realtor and has offered his services to help his
wife of two years sell the island and the house on it. Since Dana has had no
interest so far, Marc has offered to take the reins on the sale and, with any luck,
help her get rid of the island once and for all. A calm and composed man, Marc
exudes confidence, which has made him one of the top salesmen in the city in
which they live. When Dana received the strange invitation, Marc offered to come
with her for moral support, and to hopefully get some pictures of the island and
house for the listing.

logan hammet
The new boyfriend of Scarlette Christie, Logan is unknown to the group and is
himself a business owner. A once-private investigator, he left his career behind to
follow his dream of being a restauranteur. His restaurant has since grown to great
heights, and is one of the most successful and exclusive restaurants in town. To
get a table at his restaurant one must book months in advance and even still,
those reservations go to those with a certain level of celebrity. Because of his
connections, he has also dabbled in rarities and antique dealing, but one has to
know Logan very well for him to even have a conversation on that topic. Because
of his past as a private investigator, Logan is a very logical thinker, and always
looks for the reasonable explanation to any problem.
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neil michaels
Neil Michaels is a stranger to all here but Marc Iles. A client of Marc's, Neil is
interested in purchasing Enmity Island and the Knox House. They had planned to
come out for a viewing anyhow, so Neil tagged along with his realtor to see the
island, the house and decide whether he wanted to move forward with the
purchase of Enmity Island. Neil is affable, and while he doesn't know anyone
here, his outgoing personality means he doesn't feel out of place.

tristan hawk
Tristan is an agent to the stars, and is currently representing Janelle Jaymes.
Tristan is in high demand and only takes on a few clients at a time, but his
reputation is well-earned. Every client he has ever represented has made it big in
Hollywood, and he is called “The Star Maker”. He is very choosy about the actors
he takes on, so just having been accepted by Tristan ensures Janelle's success.
As they are building her as a “brand”, Tristan stays close to his newest starlet,
and has accompanied Janelle to the island this weekend to get promotional
material for her social media. After all, Janelle's weekend at a haunted island will
certainly get her attention on social, and attention means followers, publicity and
contracts.

jake knox
Brother of Dana Knox, Jake is 18 months older than his 'little' sister, and never
misses an opportunity to tease her about being the 'baby' of the family. Having
grown up coming out to Enmity Island with the family, Jake has always hated this
island, and the house especially, and always begged his parents to sell the place
so they would never have to go again. When Dana suggested a party here ten
years ago, she invited Jake and his friends, but Jake refused, and begged her not
to go through with it. The two have always been close for siblings, and remain
close in adulthood.
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anders lexar
A small vessel sailor and boatsman, Anders Lexar lives on the mainland, but
earns his living on the water taking charters for trips on his boat. While he prefers
to take people pleasure cruising, he is the only one who will go near Enmity
Island, and therefore has become the only way for those without their own boats
to get on or off the island. Anders was not meant to stay on Enmity Island or at
the Knox House, but as his boat has been sabotaged, he, and everyone else,
have no way of getting back to the mainland. Anders is friendly and cordial, but
it's clear he did not want to come to Enmity Island in the first place, or be forced
to stay.

cody klaxon
Brother of Kira Klaxon, Cody is the younger twin, being born exactly four minutes
after his “big sister”. All through life, the two have been inseparable. In high
school, the two were best friends with two of the victims, Trish and Troy, and
remained close friends with them throughout the years. Cody tends to be the one
who misses the point or the joke, and can always be counted on to say something
inappropriate out of sheer naivety.

damon rose
Damon is an unknown guest, and did not arrive on Enmity Island with the rest of
the group on the boats that arrived at the docks. While everyone on the island is
a bit nervous, Damon seems even more so – as though it's his default state. He is
precise and particular, and likes having everything the way he wants it, even at
the expense of the comfort of others.
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